sections.
3. Cohomology operations in projective space. In [3] Adem and Gitler formulate an algorithm for computing a family of stable secondary cohomology operations in complex projective space. Let p(r, s) denote the following relation in A for any positive integers r and 5: r-1 (3.1) iSq^Sq^Sq2'3-^ 2 Sq2'(s + 1> + 1-2'Sq2'-r-sSq'Sq2'^*1) = 0. 2 Let d>(r, s) denote any stable secondary operation associated to p(r, s). Let a = 2t be such that ag2r(i+ l)<2a. Let c be any integer such that c<s and tt(c+J+ l)>a(c).
For m = ha + 2r~1c with h>0, <!>(/, s) is defined on ß™ and with zero indeterminacy a>(r,5)(J8») = A(2r(j^)_ij)r+2'-1<'+»
The proof of (3.2) is essentially given in [3] and [4] and so is omitted. In [10] Gitler, Mahowald, and Milgram show that many secondary operations defined on the Thorn class of a complex vector bundle measure the divisibility by 2 of its Chern classes. Applications of their argument yield the following results. Proposition 3.3. Let 01 denote a complex bundle over a complex X such that c2t + 1iw) = 2x for x in Hit + 2iX;Z) and c2( + 2(a/) = 2v for y in Hit + \X;Z). A secondary operation 95 associated to the relation iSq2Sq1)Sqit + 2 + Sq1Sqit + i + Sqit + 1Sq1 = 0 can be chosen independently of ui so that Sq2iUa-x)+Ua-ye<piUJ.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proposition 3.4. Let p denote a complex bundle over a complex X such that Cu+2Íp) = 2x, cit + 3ip) = 2y, cit + iip) = 2z for classes x, y, and z in H*iX;Z). A secondary operation Y associated to the relation iSqiSq1)Sqet + i + Sq1SqBt + B + Sq1iSq8t + 6Sq2) + Sq8t + 8Sq1 = 0 can be chosen independently of p so that U0-iz+yw2ip) + x-w22iP)) + Sq\U0-x)eYiU0).
Proposition 3.5. Let w denote a complex bundle over a complex X such that C!(cu) = 0, w4(cu) = 0, and c8i(cu) = 2.v for x in Hle\X; Z). Let O denote a secondary operation associated to the defining relation iSq8Sq1)Sqlet + Sq16t + 8Sq1 + Sq18t + 7Sq2 + Sq1iSq16t + iSqi) = 0 for t > 0.
Then <I> can be chosen independently of to so that Sq8iU<0-x) e <P(t/M).
Remark, mod 2 reduction of integral classes is understood whenever applicable in the above propositions. The proofs involve direct applications of the argument given in [10] . We give only the proof of (3.5).
Proof of 3.5. Consider the following diagram.
Here p is the principal fibration induced from the universal example for the operation 0 on integral classes of dimension 2« for large n by the Thorn class Un: MSUin) ^ KiZ, 2n). Now p*iUn-cm) = 2e1 for some el in 7/*(£(2k);Z) since Sq16tUn= Un-w16t. One notes thatj*?! mod 2 = Sî71i1 ® 1 ® 1 ® 1 where
is the fiber oí p. (See [10].) Similarly,
for some integral class e2 and j*e2 mod 2=1® 5'c71i2 ® 1 (g> 1. Let e3 and e4 be classes in 7/*(£'(2n)) such that/*e3=l ® 1 (g) i3 (g> 1 andj*<?4=l ® 1 ® 1 ® i4. We now choose O so that d> vanishes on classes of dimension g 16/ -2. This is possible by [2] and [14] . It follows that Sq8d + e2 + Sq16t + 7e3 + Sqlet + % is the representative for this choice of (¡> in /7*(£(2«)). Let /: X ^ BSUiri) classify the bundle u>©s where n -s is the fiber dimension of cu. T(/) is the natural map induced by/between the Thorn complexes. Thus, v-cptt/J = *(£»£/") = U g*iSqse1 + e2 + Sq18t + 7e3 + Sql6t+ *et) 9 = {Jg*iSq8ei + e2) 9 where g ranges over all liftings of 7"(/). Since the Chern classes c2(cu), c8((cu), c8(+1(oj), and c8[+2(o;) are divisible by 2, it follows that Sq8iUmx)e fl>(t/ra).
The proof of Theorem 1.4 uses a tertiary cohomology operation which we define here and evaluate in real projective space. Consider the following relations and associated secondary operations for i>3: <bi:iSq2Sqx)Sq2'-+Sq2¡ + 2Sq1 = 0, ®a:iSkfSq1)Sq*t+Sqall+*Sq1+Sq!,*+*Sqa = 0,
Let C> denote the 4-valued secondary operation (0X, 02, 03, 04).
Proposition 3.6. Q>i and 02 ct7« be chosen so (<£,, <I>2) vanishes on classes having dimension < 2s. For these choices the following relation holds stably and with zero indeterminacy among the component operations <í>¡ of O. Proof. Clearly 3>3(jS2S + 4) = 0 and <D4(j92S + 4) = 0 in 7/*(C7>0°). Let g: CP°> -> QPm be a map such that g*y = ß2 where y generates H*iQP™). Now O1(y2'~1 + 2) = 0 for dimensional reasons so O1(j32S + 4) = 0 from naturality and zero indeterminacy. By Proposition 3.2 <P2(j92S + 4) = 0(2, 2S-2)0S2S + 4) = /8\g2» + 2s-i + 6 = 0_ Thus \/i is defined on j82"+ 4 and soona2'*1*8. Clearly t/i vanishes on ß2'+ 4 with zero indeterminacy so naturality under the Hopf map gives 0 e t/<(a2S + 1 + 8).
One checks that In </i is defined with zero indeterminacy on is an isomorphism for all q where /7 = 2s + 2s_1 + 7 and d-+l=t2s + 1 for some positive integer /. By dimensionality r2(yi2S + 2S_1 + 2) = 0 in H*iQPoe) so naturality gives
The stability of Y2 and zero indeterminacy imply that r2(a2S + 1 + 9) = 0. Similarly,
where y is a secondary operation associated to the relation
Such a <p can be chosen so that r3 = cp o Sq1 modulo total indeterminacies by [1] . Thus T3( 2s + 1 + 2*+ 7 ) = 0 from stability and zero indeterminacy. We conclude that
In(i/>) vanishes with zero indeterminacy on (3.9). Since Sq2S + ia2S + 1 + ll = 0, Indef2S + 1 + 8(7?/>oe;</>) = 0and the proof of 3.8 is complete. with respect to the subgroup (kernel i* n kernel qrf n H'^Ei)) © (kernel ;* n kernel g? n H'^E^).
With these assumptions the generating class theorem states Proposition 4.3. There is a class iku k2) e Kandaclassici, c2) e //^(ß)© H^iB) such that U-ici, c2) e C and UEl-Hku k2)+pticx, c2)) e Q(i/El).
The proof of (4. Suppose also that g*ik1, k2) = g*ik1, k2) for any (ril5 k2) in K and any lifting g:X^E1 off. Then
as cosets in Hs+t^Tx) © Hs+t2<Tx).
In diagram (4.1) the map p2: E2^ Ex is a principal fibration classified by the cohomology vector (jfci,..., kr) where C= X[=i AT(Z2,/¡). Assume now that K consists only of (/c,, k2) and that Û can be chosen so UEi-ik1, k2) e Q(C/£l). Let i¡ denote the fundamental class of íí/C(Z2, t,) in Q.C for 1 SjSr. Let k e HriE2) be a third-order rc-invariant for 77 (so rSt) such that y * rc = y1i1 + y2i2 where y, and y2 are in A. Suppose £2' = (£2ls D2, Q.3, Í24, Q5) is a 5-valued stable secondary operation where Q, and D2 are the component operations belonging to Ü and the degree of n¡¿the connectivity of ß for 3SÍS5. Thus (ku k2, 0, 0, 0) e Q'iUEl). Assume also the following relation holds. Write s = ha + c where c<n and a is the smallest power of 2 greater than n. AtiyahJames duality for projective spaces in [5] states that an 5-dual for CPn is the space The indeterminacy subgroup of ik\, k\, k^)iy) is generated by (a2'-1, 0, a2'+1) and (0, a2', a2' + 1). So / cannot be altered to produce a lifting of y to E2. That is, RPn£R2n-i for n = 2'+.4 and r>3. Since i'*(5,t71>') = i'*(z + /("4), it follows that k\ = z+-Sq1y. Choose a stable secondary operation <D associated to the relation iSq8Sq1)Sq16t + Sq16t + 8Sq1 + Sq16t + 1Sq2 -+Sq1iSq16t + 'lSq'i) = 0 such that fl> vanishes on classes having dimension < 16/. Note that Sq16t + iSqiU=U-W in //*(7BSpin). By [29, Theorem 6.4] UE-iz + k') e <X>iUE) for some class k' in 7/16i + 8(/f) n kernely* n kernel £7*. It follows that a>iUv)=U,-ziv)=-Uv-kliv).
Let S denote the generator for H*iQPoe) and P the Hopf line bundle over QP™. We regard S8i + 2 as the Thorn class of the bundle Postnikov resolution III for the map w. We denote the /(-invariants for ri also by fcj and the spaces in the resolution by E¡. Thus k\ in H*iEx) has the defining relation SqiSq1w2' = 0 in 7/*(ßO [8] ) and k2 has the defining relation SqBkl + Sqiki = 0 in H*iEi). Since 5c72/c} = 0 and ßO [8] is 7-connected, the coset K of (¿J, k\) defined in §4 contains only ik\, k2). Let $ = ($!, 02) be the double secondary operation with component operations <Pj chosen in (3.6). By Proposition 4.3
UEl-ikl,kl)eHUEl).
Let 0 be any tertiary operation associated to the relation (3.7).
By Proposition 4.6 UE2-ik23 + ip1op2)*P)e^iUE2).
Here k2 belongs to the coset K' in (4.6) determined by k3, and P is a class in 7/2' + 7(ßO [8] ) such that U'-PeW) where U' denotes the Thorn class of the universal bundle over ßO [8] (2r-1).
Let h: RPn-> E2 be any lifting for the map y. RPn -> ßO [8] classifying the bundle y = (2r + 1 + 8)f. Now h*k23 = h*k\ since k\\y) = 0 and Sq2Sq^h*k22 = Sq3h*k\ = 0. Clearly P(y) = 0 so we conclude Uy-k23(y) e 0(i/y).
Identify Uy with «2r+1 + 8 in 77*(ßßco) and apply Proposition 3.8 to give Jfc §(y)=0. Thus y lifts to ßO [8] (2r-1) and the result follows by (2.1).
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Let y.RPn->BSO classify the bundle y = 2/>f =(2«»>-(«+l))f
The argument that y lifts to 5SO(w-8) for «=5mod8 and Thus rCg(f) = 0 for ct(«)>3 so i> lifts to E2 and the proof is complete.
6. Appendix. These Postnikov resolutions for the fiber map tt: Bm^> B are constructed by the techniques of [26] . We refer the reader also to [17] and [8] for the theory and construction of modified Postnikov resolutions. The homotopy groups of the fibers for w appear in [13] and [22] . The tower of spaces is displayed only for resolution I. The rV-invariant k' represents a class in 77*(£'i) whose defining relation is a relation in 7/*(£'¡_1) where E0 = B.
6. 
